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The Great Moon Hoax of 1835

The Great Moon Hoax refers to a series of six articles that were published in a New York
newspaper, beginning in 1835, about the supposed discovery of life and even civilisation
on the Moon, which had not been mapped out or observed much at that time. 
The articles described animals on the Moon, including bison, goats, unicorns, bipedal tail-
less beavers and bat-like winged humanoids who built temples. There were trees, oceans
and beaches. These discoveries were supposedly made with "an immense telescope of an
entirely new principle". The discoveries were falsely attributed to Sir John Herschel, one of
the best-known astronomers of that time.
The intention was probably to create a sensational story which would increase newspaper
sales, and to make fun of some of the more extravagant astronomical theories that had
been published recently. 
Some vigilant readers assumed it was a hoax from the start, endeavouring to find the
fictitious observatory where the moon sightings were made from. Plenty of people were
taken in by the story though, and it stands as an early example of a popular news myth 
being shared, or 'fake news'.
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We are just starting to explore what other
planets and moons in the universe could be like.
It turns out that they come in all shapes and
sizes, and perhaps reality is stranger than fiction.
There could be all sorts of weird and wonderful
alien life out there waiting to be discovered.

Do you think that aliens exist? What do you
think that they would look like? Would they look
similar to us, or completely different?

We often imagine aliens as 'little green men' and
coming from Mars, but they could look like
anything. Imagine if you were the first person to
meet an alien, what would you say?

The story of the Great Moon Hoax was
created in 1835, long before the first Moon
landing in 1969. We learned a lot about the
Moon in the intervening years, and
eventually sent rockets there to explore it in
detail.

If you had the opportunity to go to the
Moon, would you go? What do you think it
would be like? Imagine looking up at the
night sky and seeing the stars from the
Moon.

Sightings on the Moon

DISCUSSION ACTIVITY

The same side of the Moon always faces us
on the Earth, some people see a 'man in the
moon' when they look at it. What do you see?

There's an old ballad that goes:

Our man in the moon drinks clarret,
With powder-beef, turnep, and carret.
If he doth so, why should not you
Drink until the sky looks blew.
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The real Moon is sadly neither populated with
fantastic creatures or made of cheese. However, it is
still an interesting place and very important for us
on the Earth.

The Moon is Earth's only proper natural satellite. It
is one quarter the diameter of Earth, which is
comparable to the width of Australia. 

The first man-made object to reach the Moon was
the Soviet Union's Luna 2 uncrewed spacecraft in
1959. The first successful soft landing was by Luna 9
in 1966. The United States' NASA Apollo program
conducted the only manned lunar landings, with the
first manned lunar orbiting mission with Apollo 8 in
1968. Beginning with Apollo 11, six human landings
took place between 1969 to 1972. 

ABOUT THE STORY

War of the Worlds

The Real Moon

Another famous hoax is the radio adaptation of
H. G. Wells's novel The War of the Worlds,
broadcast in 1938. The episode became famous for
allegedly causing panic among its listening
audience.

For the first twenty minutes, the broadcast was
presented as a typical evening of radio
programming being interrupted by a series of
news bulletins. They described a series of odd
explosions observed on Mars, followed by a
seemingly unrelated report of an unusual object
falling on a farm. The first portion of the show
ends with a report from a rooftop as giant
Martian war machines release clouds of poisonous
smoke across New York City. The reporter explains
that Martian cylinders have landed all over the
world as he describes desperate people fleeing.
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QUICK ACTIVITY

Join the Dots
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6MAKING ACTIVITY

Moon Mobile

Materials:

Scissors
Glue

Watercolour paints
Small decorations

Yarn
Tape

Instructions:

Photocopy the templates on the
next page, onto card is best.

Add water to the moon picture,
and then drop on paint and see

the colours mix. Try different
splashing effects to make a

crater-effect. Cut out the Moon
and cow, tape yarn to the back

and hang up.

Ideas:

You could create Moons in
different phases and create

your own lunar calendar!

You could add different
creatures, or even mythical

ones like unicorns instead of a
cow. If you feel like being

realistic you can add a rocket.

Hey Diddle, Diddle!
The cat and the fiddle,

The cow jumped over the Moon!
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Templates



Thank you for taking part in our Tall Tales course!
Write down your thoughts about your experience
taking part here:

Thank you for taking part!

My Thoughts


